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Help Beat Back the Forces of Darkness .
Editor:

Letters

Join California Review reply to Sherry Lowrance’s fair-
minded survey of feminism (CR, May 1990):

Prof. Kathy Shevelow descn’bes feminism
as "a range of positions," but warns against
considering any group as characteristic.

True enough, but she obscures the
division of feminists into two main camps:
(1) the mainstream, led by NOW and Ms.,
mostly liberal, which includes millions of
women and men; and (2) the fringe, 
many small fractions, mostly radical,
comprising a few thousand women.
Adm/ttedly, size isn’t everything: tb
radicals can exert influence far greater than
their numbers warrant, by intellectual
innovation and creative tactics.

Lowrance states that "conservatives [...]
would not take a consensus in favor of
’equal rights’ as necessarily a sign of growing
feminism." Why not? The traditional
definition of feminism is "the doctrine which
declares the equality of the sexes and
advocates equal social, political, and
economic rights for women" (Funk 
Wagnalis, 1961). By that measure, most
American men and women, including many
conservatives, could be described as
feminists. Trendies are free to try to
redefine the term, but each person may
choose among competing definitions.

To the extent that conservatives support
authority, they are unlikely to fight for the
rights of women-or of men. For an active
"conservative feminism," one might look to
libertarians.

women (e.g. that the rights included in the
Constitution be equally valid for men and
women). Where conservatives, and many
other Americans, part from feminism is in
the belief of "equality of the sexes" (a rather
broad term, which not even the radical
feminists believe 100%), and the far
reaching implications of that belief.

Also, Libertarians should keep in mind
that liberty without authority is anarchy.
The French recently observed the 200th
anniversary of the prime demonstration of
that fact.

Editors’ Note:

Tahanga Research Association
La Jolla

Editor:
Last summer, a recently divorced

acquaintance became a born-agnin Christian.
She also became an anti-abortion activist,
proud of having been recently arrested for
blocking the doors to a local abortion clinic.
When asked, "Are you willing to adopt one
or more of those unwanted children?" she

(Cont’nued on ~ /-)

Yes, most Americans, and most
conservatives believe in equal rights for
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In Review

¯ The June 5th election contains another
slew of huge bond issues, including another
one for ’~gher Education Facilities" (Prop
121). Perhaps if 121 passes, UCSD will lose
a few more eucalyptus trees and get another
multi- million dollar faculty lounge.

¯ The "rreaty Oak" in Austin, Texas has
stood for 500 years. 150 years ago Stephen
Austin signed a peace treaty with Indians
beneath it, giving the tree its current name.
A year ago, however, Austin city officials
discovered that the tree had been poisoned
by herbicide. Despite costly efforts to save
the tree, half of it has died and the rest is
not expected to survive. The man accused
of the vandalism, Paul Cullen, was convicted
last month and sentenced to 9 years. Most
everyone, including the defense’s attorney
thought the sentence was lenient. Many
Austin resident would like Cullen to
decorate the tree by hanging from it.

¯ Commenting on the high divorce rate,
comedian Rita Rudner says "When I meet a
guy, the first question I ask myself is: Is this
the man I want my children to spend their
weekends with?"

¯ The balance of trade just improved.
Japanese high roller Akio Kashiwagi, after
having been ahead $9.6 million, ended up
losing $10 million playing baccarat at the
Trump Plaza Hotel and Casino in Atlantic
City.

¯ The Sacramento Public works
Department has sponsored a "Manhole
Terminology Change Contest" to come up
with a "non-sexist" alternative to "Manhole".
So far, however, the contest has not
generated much interest. Sacramento
engineering manager, Thomas Finely, who is
in charge of the renaming likes "person-
access chamber."

¯ In Glasgow, Scotland, two drunken bank
robbers were caught after they tried to use
a taxi as a getaway car.

¯ In Azerbaijan, Ilias Djaforoun became a
widower after 103 years of marriage. His
wife Khatyn, was 121. Ilias is 124.

¯ East Berlin may have problems keeping
its people, but reportedly storks are settling
in East Berlin in record numbers.

¯ Imagine visiting your future grave site,
and finding it occupied. That happened to
78 year old Yong Yu Min when she went to
check up on her plot in a Catholic Cemetery
in Kuala Lumpur, and found it occupied by
some man who had apparently been buried
there by mistake.

¯ It seems that the changes in the Soviet
Union are not to the liking of some in the
west. American Communist Party chairman,
Gus Haft, for instance, doesn’t like all the

Stalin bashing. "I think the Soviet historians
are exaggerating. I thought Stalin was a
good leader."

¯ On May 5th, the people of Pilsen,
Czechoslovakia were allowed to celebrate
the liberation of their city by American
troops in 1945 for the first time in 42 years.
About 50 surviving members of General
George Patton’s 3rd Army took part in a
veterans parade. During 42 years of
Communist rule, school children in Pilsen
were taught that their city was liberated by
Soviet soldiers wearing American uniforms.
Gus Hall probably believes it.

¯ rhe Revolutionary Command Council of
Iraq has decreed that Iraqi men can kill
their mothers, wives, daughters, sisters,
aunts, nieces, and female cousins for
adultery. We would frown on this, but we
don’t want to appear ethnocentric.

¯ In order to help people deal with stress,
Norway has instituted "Dial-a-Poem."

¯ Sandy Carson of Jacksonville, Florida
took weight off the easy way. Doctors
removed a 65 pound tumor from Carson’s
abdomen. Carson said, "I though I was just
fat."

¯ In texas, Leslie Elaine Perez has come
under pressure to exit the race for the
Harris County Democratic party
chairmanship due to recent revelations at
being a transsexual, president of the

Houston chapter of Gay and Lesbian
Democrats of America and of having been
convicted in 1961 of a shooting and torching
murder of a Houston man. Perez sees his
opponents as "redneck, conservative folks."

¯ Finally. The Uruguayan government has
legalized duelling.

¯ The durable Rosalie Searles of Vandilla,
New York has won the distinction of being
run over twice in the same day with out
being seriously injured. Mrs. Searles was
first run over by her husband, and later by
a fireman, both of whom had been drinking.

¯ Georgia state legislator, Democratic Rep

Beverly Langford has introduced legislation
calling on the generally assembly to assess
"the extreme danger of cane toad licking", in
which Langford states "when licked raw is a
powerful hallucinogen." Rep Langford says
his bill is actually only a joke. Sounds like
Georgia taxpayers are getting their money’s
worth.

The Purpose of th ,, University

By Brooke Crocker

What is the purpose of a university? It
is a question not often asked anymore, but
it certainly is a question that people should
be asking. Third College has recently
almost, sort of, kind of, maybe decided on a
name for itself: Martin Luther King, Jr.
College. It seems like a good choice, King
was a great leader who helped to improve
the country for all her citizens. Yet I find it
strangely ironic.

Third College professes to be a college
of diversity. It focuses on Third World
studies and excludes Western culture from
its curriculum. This very college which now
proposes to name itself after Martin Luther
King, Jr. excludes from its curriculum the
very sources which inspired Dr. King. King
acknowledge that he studied and was
inspired by Martin Luther, John Locke,
Thomas Jefferson, and other thinkers from
the Western tradition. Third College
requires it’s students to read none of those
sources. Third college provides it’s
students with at. education that excludes the
likes of Plato, Mill, and Smith and provides
instead an education based on the generic
concept of Third World studies.

This returns me to my initial question,
and that is: What is the purpose of the

university? I would answer that the purpose
of the university is to turn out thoughtful,
civilized citizens who know about the world--
not brainwashed, politicized people who can
spout off on various aspects of the Third
World but who cannot explain their own
cuhure’s political and social traditions.

I think it is very important to have
knowledge of other cultures’ history,
literature, and thought. I do not think
anyone should be educated in a vacuum.
However, that is just what Third College is
doing. It excludes the very culture people
should understand the most, the one in
which they live. It cannot be assumed that

people understand the thought of the West
just by living in a Western country. (For
God’s sake, a large portion of American
junior high school students cannot even find
the United States on a inapt) I am for 
core curriculum that would expose students
to the great thinkers of the West and would
give them an important grounding in the
concepts that helped to form their nation.
Vet, I would not exclude other cultures. By
all means, include them. One’s education
aan only be furthered by the more one sees,
hears, and reads about the world around
him. The student will not only learn about
diversity, but about the similarities among
people.

Third College is exclusive--it excludes
one of the most dynamic and important
cultural traditions under the guise of
diversity. It is not only Third’s fault that it
does so, but the fault of the whole university
system which does not really seek to educate
its students. Third College has rethought its
name, too bad it has not rethought its
academic program.

Brooke Crocker is a junior at UCSD.

The Soviet Union a I the Rule of Law

By Roger Wodehouse
The Soviet Union is now playing a new

game. Now, according to Mikhail
Gorbachev and Edvard Shevardnadze, the
Soviet Union believes in the rule of law, and
will not succumb to the independence
movements of the Baltic States, which do
not conform to the Soviet Constitution.

This is all pretty interesting coming from
a country which for more than 70 years has
thumbed its nose at such bourgeois notions
as the rule of law, opting instead for the
Marxist dictum that everything is moral that
advances the cause of communism. The
annexation of the Baltic States in 1940,
certainly, was far from "legal." This new
Soviet embrace of rule of law, however, is
no ideological conversion; it is merely a ploy
to keep the Soviet empire from falling apart,
while at the same time deflecting Western
criticism.

The line being given up by
Shevardnadze and Gorbachev regarding the
attempts of Lithuania to regain ~,s
independence is that Lithuania, and every
other Soviet "Republic,," must be bound by
the terms of the Soviet Constitution.
Surprisingly, this argument has been echoed
by many of Gorbachev’s supporters in the
United States. After all, they say, how
would we feel ff California tried to secede
from the Union?

Any analogy between a U. S. state and
a Soviet RepubHc-espeeis~ the Baltic

States-is absurd. The U. S. Constitution
carries the force of law in California
because by freely joining the Union,
California accepted it as such, and since that
time has had a voice in amending the
document. This is not the case with
Lithuania or any of the other Baltic States.
The Baltic States did not freely consent to
joining the Soviet Union-they were
compelled by force of arms. And since that
time the people of the Baltic States have
been subject to a totalitarian regime.

~,’,gally, therefore, the Soviet Constitutior
has no legitimacy in the Baltic States.

Just as the Soviet Constitution carries nc
validity in the Baltic States, Soviet calls fo]
payment for "Soviet property" are also
specious. A lot of that ’~viet property’
used to be Lithuanian, Latvian, or Estonian
property. And what compensation do the
Baltic States deserve for hav/n8 their
exonomim ravaged by communism? The

Baltic States owe nothing to their Soviet
oppressors.

The United States has never recognized
the 1940 Soviet annexation of the Baltic
States. Nevertheless, the Bush
Administration has declined to recognize
officially the new Lithuanian government,
instead calling for negotiations between
Lithuania and the Soviet Union to iron out
a procedure with independence as the end.
The reasons given by the Administration
are, arguably, sound--Lithuania may have a
freely elected government, but it hardly has
the ability to rule as long as Lithuania is
occupied by Soviet troops and police. The
reality of regaining independence after 50
years of occupation is more complicated
than signing a declaration.

If the Baltic States are to achieve
independence peacefully--which is their only
choice given the military realities--they will
have to negotiate with the Soviet
government. Never, however, should the
Baltic States accept the notion that they
must use the Soviet Constitution to guide
their independence efforts--nor should the
United States ever try to pressure the Baltic
States into that position, for doing so would
be a de facto recognition of the 194~
annexations as legitimate. That is something
that much of the West has rightly refused tc
do for 50 years. The world should keep th(
pressure on the Soviet government to
negotiate the independence of the Baltic
States, regardless of what the Soviet
Constitution rays.

Rog~ W~/s a sin/at at UCSD.



Casualties of the Sexual Revolution
gnemi¢.s ol Eros

Ma~e Gallagher
Bonus Books, Inc., Chicago

283 pageJ $18,95

By Sherry Lowrance
Maggie Gallagher’s book Enemies of

Eros makes the astonishing claim in its very
first sentence that America today is one of
the most sexually repressed societies in
history. I find this astonishing because I had
been taught, undoubtedly like most other
people, that Victorian England and other
long ago and far away places were truly
sexually repressed, and people today are
much better off because we do not have to
deny our sexual natures. Nevertheless,
Gallagher’s book provides a well-written
and researched argument against the sexual
liberals of today.

The book, which is subtitled "how the
sexual revolution is killing family, marriage,
and sex and what we can do about it," goes
about explaining just that: how the social
reforms of the sixties and seventies have
succeeded in eroding the institutions of
family and marriage, and have actually
made the plight of society worse than
before. "/’he cardinal rule of the new
repression is simple," she writes, "you must
never, never, allow yourself to suppose that
men and women are different except, as a
wit once remarked, for a few anatomical
peculiarities ’that don’t matter except on
special occasions’." This new credo is to be
"amenable to social control, to manipulation
of sexual liberationists or social reformers
or visionary utopians." However, the main
casualties of the cardinal rule are women,
Gallagher asserts.

Whether or not gender is a cultural or
biological phenomenon does not concern
Gallagher, but ,vhat is very important to
know is that get:der - sex roles, that is - are
necessary :.~ :h~-, ~;ur,Aval of society. The
contributions of women, especially as in

connection with the family, are important,
even essential, to society. She notes that
men can also assume the traditionally
female role of caring for children, but they
have been even more reluctant to do so
ever since the social and sexual revolutions
of the sixties. With the devaluation of work
in the family (if women don’t want to raise
children, why should men?), the wide
availability and use of abortion (women
choose to bear children instead of aborting,
so raising them is the responsibility of
women), and the sheer force of the
maternal instinct, women overwhelmingly
are given the responsibility of raising
children. When combined with the
increasing problem of male abandonment,
women and their children fall into poverty.
"A crucial purpose of sex roles is to prompt
men to take responsibility for their
progeny," she explairis. "Creating a male
role ill the family insures women the
support we require in raising children, and
children the fathers they need. Gender-
neutral social institutions render men

unreliable even while making women more
dependent on men."

Gallagher then goes on to explain how
the "contract model" wreaks havoc on
families when institutionalized into social
legislation: "The backdoor way to destroy
the family is through contract. Re-
imagining bonds of kinship as bonds of
contract leaves women and children

dangerously vulnerable. But making

contract the basis of kinship is more than
dangerous, it is false." Social reformers
believed that permanent family ties are
repressive and should be replaced with ties
of choice, to be dissolved at will. However,
this leads to the shako of the family, which
in turn can contribute to the crisis
confronting society today - teenage
pregnancy, drug abuse, child/spouse abuse,
and divorce.

Traces of the contract model can be

found in such places and no-fault divorce
¯ " laws, in which marriage can be dissolved at

the request of one spouse. Oallagher calls
no-fault divorce laws "the murder of
marriage" rhe State has decided not to

allo’¢ anyone to accept lifetime
commitments, she explains.

The legalization of abortion is another
reflection of society’s commitment to the
contract model, according to Gallagher.
"Only in this generation," she says, "have we
created the dangerous fantasy that planned
parents are better parents and that
,, ¯ t ¯ ,,acc:,., ntal children are k ss valuable, less
happy, !css wanted th r, children who have
been made to order." 1 ~rning children into
objects of choice, she says, does not appear
to rescue them from poverty, battering, or
sexual abuse. Actually, quite the opposite
appears to be true. According to Gallagher,
"an intact family, planned or unplanned,
offers children the safest haven in an
increasingly dangerous world."

,̄i ,

Gallagher has written an increomJy
fascination and thorough book dealing with
the social aspects of the family. Written in
an easy, conversational, and often humorous
style, she treats many divergent aspects of
the family, marriage, and children and ties
them all together in a coherent and
convincing thesis. It will appeal to anyone
with a strong sense of family, although it
may not convince die-hard liberals or
libertarians. Anyone with an inkling of an
open mind, however, will undoubtedly be
positively affected in some way by
Gallagher’s ideas. This book should be read
by ever feminist and non-feminist, male and
female, that is interested in gender issues.
And, as Connie Marshner asserts, "Enemies
of Eros ought to be required reading in
every college’s women’s studies program."

Sherry Lowrance is a sophomore at UCSD.

Join California Review.

Capitalism and the Environment

By C. Brandon Crocker

The rapid depletion of landfill sites,
evidence of damage to the ozone layer, acid
rain, and other concerns, have focused
public attention on the environment, and
driven home the point that the "economic
externality" of pollution does, indeed, have
real effects on third parties. No doubt, this
is why Earth Day 1990 received so much
attention. What is more difficult to
understand are the attacks launched on
corporate America as part of the Earth Day
events.

Protesters in New York, for instance,
tried to disrupt trading at the New York
Stock Exchange, carrying signs and shouting
slogans denouncing U.S. corporations for
poisoning the environment. Throughout the
country, in less publicized protests as well as
in editorials in the media, corporations were
roundly denounced for putting profits ahead
of the environment. What all these
protesters missed, however, is the fact that
corporate America, reacting to public
desires, has been at the forefront of
developing and implementing new products
geared toward environmental concerns.
U.S. and foreign business enterprises over
the past few years have introduced cleaner
burning gasoline, more recyclable packaging
products, ways to recycle plastics, plastic
substitutes that are biodegradable, and many
other items. Tuna companies are now even
marketing "dolphin safe" tuna, caught
without a certain type of net that sometimes
traps dolphins, believing that such a product
will be well received by consumers.

Just as food companies altered their
products and marketing plans in response to
the oat bran health craze, companies are
trying to make their products attractive to
environmentally aware customers--and are

doing so without any edicts from the
government. The reason is simple.
Companies believe that consumers want
products that are "environmentally friendly,"
will favor such products over comparable
alternatives, and, in many eases will even
pay more for such products.

Companies are developing and
marketing more environmentally minded
products because that is what the market is
demanding. And in a capitalist, free market
system, successful companies have to meet
the demands of the markeL But in addition
to recognizing and responding to the current
demand for "environmentally friendly"
products, by creating wealth so effectively,
U.S. corporations, and capitalism in general,
has allowed us to take much better care of
our environment than have non-capitalist
economies.

It is no coincidence that the former
communist countries of Eastern Europe
have among the worst environmental
problems in the industrialized world. The
openness that has come about from the
revolutions of 1989 has made apparent to
the West enormous environmental problems
in Eastern Europe, especially in the areas of
air and water pollution. Not only were

these communist command economies
insulated from any public demands for
reduced pollution, but the communist
economies were so inefficient and poor that
they would not have been able to pay for
environmental improvements anyway. An

economy which can barely feed and house
its people is not going to switch from
burning cheap high sulfur coal to something
cleaner and more expensive.

Certainly, U.S: corporations are

responsible for much pollution. But it is
doubtful that many of the protesters outside
of the New York Stock Exchange want to
return to a preindustrial society without
ears, modem health care, or affordable
ready made clothing. This being the ease,
the best way to have an industrial economy
that is both responsive to, and capable of
accommodating, environmental demands is
to allow free market capitalism (and that
includes the New York Stock Exchange) to
operate.

Brandon Crocker is CR’s Imperator
Emeritus.

Get Yourself the Ammunition
To Fight Back!

%Vhcthcr flowing with the milk of
I)t,man kindqess...

...or burning with the hol passion of
Marxism. the liberal left on your cam-
pus demands the complete inlellectual
surrender of anyone who disagrees.

From the faculty member spouting
liberal trash who brooks no opposition
in the classroom.

To the leftists’ running student gov-
ernment like their own personal charity,
using your money to fund their pet pro-
jects.

To the rad. ical demonstrators shout-
ing down any conservative speaker they
disagree with.

The campus left demands your sub-
mission to their ideas.

That’s why Human Evems, The Na-
tional Conservative Weekly, is vital to
your survival in the campus jungle.

In over 44 years of publication, we
ha~e earned a reputation for obj~live
reporting of the news from Washing-
ton, our nation and around Ihe world.
The kind of objectivity sadly lacking in
the major daily newspapers, the well-
known newsweeklies, and the television
and radio networks.

Every week, Human Eve/tl.,¢ brings
our subscribers stories that others just
won’t carry, or bury in section 2,
page 56.

The kind of newsyou need to fight
back when the left is demanding that
you agree with their point of view.

And because the future of America is
important to you, you will appreciate a
weekly source of objoctive news so you
can make up your mind bau.’d on Ihe
facts, not some liberal’s interpretation
of the facts.

And Human Es,ent.~ is loaded with
regular features unavailable anywhere
else:

¯ Capital Brieh -- inside bits of
information.on almost any imlx)rtant
topic from politics Io rorcign affairs to
legislative initiatives. Probably our best
read ,~clion, and the kind of inh)rma-.
lion thai our subscribers always want
more of.

¯ Imide W~qhlnKIon -- sloric~ devel-
oped from our exclusive network of
Washington sources, the kind of news
you need to know. Plus analysis you
won’l scc anywhere else. And Human
I.:wnts is often dl..~ribcd as being
"ahead olthc curve" in our coverage of
important news. Many slori~ appear in
our pagc~ weeks and even months
before the major media pick them up.
And we’ve I~cn Iold thai some reporl-
era from radio, TV and even other pub-

lications read Humun Evenls Io find out
what will be "hot" news in the coming
woeks. This is your chance Io get il first.

¯ Politics ’$q -- important political
races, referendums, and power shifts
frotn all 50 states, Human Eveuts gives
you the coverage sadly uqavailable any-
where else. While not strictly speaking a
"political newsletter," our political
coverage puts many of the high-priced
newsletters to shame.

¯ Rollealls -- complete lists of how
your Senators and Congressman vote
on all the key issues. A,t absolute must if
you want to tell the true conservatives
from the liberals.

¯ Conservative Forum -- our
"letters to the editor." You’ll get oDin-
ion from your fellow conservatives, and
qews of conservative functions and
gatherings across our nation. Some of
our subscribers have written that this is
the one place they can go Io find out
what other conservatives all across our
nation are thinking and doi,tg to further
the conservative agenda.

¯ Opinion -- absolutely the finest
collection of con~rvative columnists
available, you’ll get opinions from all
the top writers- many exclusive to
Human Events. And unless you’re very
lucky, you know how difficult it is to
come by good con~rvalive writing on
t[fe important issues of the day.

¯ Book Revkews -- wc give you a
clo~ look at the newes’l books fi)r con-
servatives, and some thai you’ll watll to
stay away from. Don’t look for "pnff"
pieces I’rom us--you kuow tile kind we
mean--written so the adverlising deparl-
mcnt can ~:11 an ad for Ihc bt~)k. We’ll
give you the Mraighl story and yOU can
inake your own dc~.’ision.

¯ Focus ,m Tk¢ Medht -- we’ll tell
you where the other "neWs" organiza-
thms have I’allclt down on II~ job lind
shown their liberal bial. Once you’se
started reading "Focus" you’ll lakea
much more skeptical look at I he cveuing
news or’your daily paper. While lhuuun
/c’a,nts is dedicated to fighting nlc’dia
bias by bringing you all the facts, ill
"Focus" we’ll tell y(m exactly where
and why Ihal bias occurs.

You’ll gel all Ihis and more, every
week, all year, as a sub.~ribcr Io Ihmum

’in i
ltlllt I’rie,. the. Imm..

¯_ . .._. -._-~. :

Ereuls, The National Conser~atisc
Weekly.

And h.’¢ause wc think that once you
become a subscriber you’ll remain one
for years, we are willing to oiler yon ;.i
sl’~cial Studenl Inlroduclor.~ Rate of
only $19.95 for a full 40 x~eeks of
Hrtntu#r Err, his, over 50% off our coser
price or" $40.

We’re so eerlai,t thai you Will find
Human El.(,nls indispensable, both in
class aud out, thai we’ll guarantee your

5alisfaclioU. If you decide at all)’ lime
thai you don’t want to continue reading
HIHIIOII Et’Pnl,% just drop us a note.
We’ll cancel your subscriptio,t aqd re-
fund the cost of your relnaining issues.

Take a moment right now and fill out
Ihc coupon below. In the battle against
the campus let’l, you need all the anl-
innnition yOU can gel.

Special
Student

Offer!

[] Please enter my subscription
to Human Events at the special Stu-
dent Introductory Rate of 40 issues
for only $1g.g$. (Please make Checks
payable to Human Events.)

Name

Address

City/StMe/Zlp

I am ̄  student at

Pit’ill¯ Idll I~fltlll COU~OII tO

HUMAN EVENTS
422 First Slreet. SE.

Washington. D.C. 20003 t~.:A~



California Review Interviews Homelessness Expert William Tucker

William Tucker is author of the new book, The
Excluded Americans: Homelessness and Housing
Policies (Regne~y Gateway). Mr. Tucker is an award
winning joumalist whose work has appeared in
Harper’s, The New Republic, The Atlantic, National
Review, The New York Times, The Washington Post,
The Wall Street Journal, and other distinguished
publications. Recently, Mr. Tucker took time to speak
to CR’s editor’s on the homeless and housing policies
in the United States.

CR: Briefly explain how the housing market
works.

TUCKER: You build new housing and
pretty soon it gets to be old housing, and by
the time it gets old a lot of people can
afford it. When it has been around long
enough, it losses a little of its luster and
style changes and most people get to buy or
rent something that comes down to them
second or third hand. Housing stays around
a long time. In fact, I did not even realize

By Brooke Crocker

it when I wrote the book, but it is regarded
as so permanent that the term "re:l
property" is used to differentiate it from
personal property for tax purposes. The

country but less homelessness. We were
going through this tremendous housing
boom, and also we had a less regulated
housing market, which allowed housing to

never really developed a suburb the way we
have, and now they are having terrible
housing problems. The same thing
happened in Japan. One of the strangest
things you see fight in the middle of an
urban area will be a little farmer with a fieldidea is that personal property is movable become available more quickly. It did not

and perishable, but real property is attached take long to build housing became there of rice. They have ridiculous zoning
to the land itself and becomes part and were not too many restrictions on building, protection for farmers, so you have a
parcel with the land and is considered You see this almost universally. Housing tremendous waste of land. They have very

strong tenant protection-it is imposs~le to
get anybody to move; they stay in single
apartments for their entire fives. So, these
countries ten to suffer from cramped and
uncomfortable riving arrangements.

I think what we have seen over the last
I0 to 15 years in this country, with the rise
of homelessness, is really the outcome of
much more highly regulated housings

virtually permanent.
When people complain about not having

enough housing, it can be for one of two
reasons. It can be that not enough new
housing is being added to the stock, or that
the housing that should be staying around
for a long time is being use up or being
destroyed prematurely. When people
complain about affordable housing, that
really is a meaningless term. There is no
such thing as affordable housing-its like
saying affordable money.

markets tend to be highly regulated whether
a country is socialistic or capitalistic.
Whatever kind of government you have at
the national level, you have a lot of
regulation at the local level. Even Hang
Kong. the paragon of international free
trade and free enterprise, has very, very
strict rent control. Great Britain is a great
example of how a national housing market

market rent. The places where you are
seeing the biggest rent differentials are in
the most affluent areas of Manhattan, the
upper east side, the upper west side, and
Greenwich Village. The most basic
explanation when you think about it is that
rent control tightens the homing market.
There is not a city in the U.S. with rent
control that does not have abnormally low
vacancy rates-below 3%. When you get a
tight housing market money is going to
decide who gets the house. If the money is
n’n paid to the landlord, it is paid to a
superintendent, or you buy the apartment

CR: Is it fair to say the more economic
freedom, the lower the rate of
homelessness?

TUCKER: Yes, that is true. In the 1950’s,
60’s, and 70’s we had more poverty in this

A Look at the Homeless

If you were tuned to HBO on Saturday
night May 12, you would have seen Comic
Relief 1990 with celebrities making us laugh
and attempting to make us donate money to
a worthy cause. But some of those
celebrities may be part of the problem. For
example, Lauren Hutton lives in a rent-
controlled apartment in Greenwich Village
with a fireplace, loft, and wall to floor
mahogany paneling for only $469.70 a
month. Sigrnund Rothschild, descended
from nobility, pays a mere $568.24 a month
for his apartment with a 22 foot ceiling,
hand carved woodwork, and cathedral
windows. It would seem that the rich have
got it very easy and the very poor have got
no where to go, or so says William Tucker
in his book, The Excluded Americans:
Homelessness and Housing Policies.

There have been many theoretical
reasons for the homeless situation but Mr.
Tucker places the blame rather squarely on
the shoulders of rent control, zoning, and
serf-indulgent yuppies. Tucker notes that
one of the major causes of the homeless
problem is lack of housing construction in
major urban markets. The policy of rent
control has enabled celebrities, like the
aforementioned Hutton and Rothchild, as
well as Mia Farrow, and former Mayor Ed
Koch, to pay incredibly cheap rent, but at
the same time has made building rental
housing a poor economic proposition. Anti-
growth restrictions have added to the
problem especially to the drastically
increased prices of California housing.

As Tucker points out, 50 to 65 per~,mt
of the homeless are homeless due to a lack
of affordable housing. The solution is not
government housing but allowing private
industry to satisfy the demand. It would
seem that such a tight housing situation
would benefit the greedy landlords, but as
Tucker shows the landlords he saw were
neither greedy nor were they benefiting.
Rent control and the tenants in rent control
cities (labeled the "paperwork class") have
been able to get the courts to reduce
payments and stop collection of rent.

An Arthur D. Little Inc. study of New
York showed that the landlord class’ income
was very low, with 54% making between

is regulated. The local councils have markets, in terms of new construction and in New Yorktremendous power over zoning and single room occupancy hotels. These hotels
planning. More than 80% of the housing were totally private and they did a terrific has to be a real estate
was being constructed by the city councils.
And what they did since the War was to put
in affect a planner’s dream-you don’t allow
the suburbs to grow but leave these green
belts of countryside, and you build lots of
vertical high-rise apartments at the edge of
the city limits. Consequently, Britain has

The Excluded Americans:
Homelessness and Housing Policies
By William Tucker
Regnery Gateway, 389 pp., $24.95

$10,000 and $40,000, and another 9%
making less than $10,000. Not exactly
lifestyles of the rich and famous. Tucker
notes that most landlords have worked their
way up to that independent position. A
heart wrenching story related in the book is
of an elderly black landlord who is fined and
thrown in jail for failing to provide heat for
squatters in his building, while the
"paperwork class" lives comfortably at their
incredibly low rents.

job of accommodating poor people. It was
cheap housing and highly secure housing;
the desk clerk was the tenants’ close friend.
This is where people used to live, but these
hotels were always targeted by u,’ban

renewal projects. It has been shown that in
the last 20 years 75% of these hotels have
been lost. They were not lost because they
had become unprofitable or that the
demand was not there, they were lost
because they were zoned out, regulated out,
or they became apartments.

CR: Explain how rent control benefits the
well-to-do and the well connected.

manipulator to survive."

TUCKER: This is a very sore point in a c:ty
like New York that has had rent control for
several years. The only dent I have been
able to make in the wall of silence that

What can be done to solve such
situations? Tucker does not seem very sure
that zoning or rent control regulations can
be overturned, though they have in a few
cities. Tucker argues that government aid
to the homeless and those in need of
housing should be in the form of vouchers,
as used by the Reagan Administration.
Vouchers are praised for allowing low-
~acome citizens to establish themselves in
their local housing market.

The book, stylistically, is a bit slow going
at first, which could discourage some
readers. The argument that is made,
however, is a compelling one and the book
quickly becomes hard to put down. The
stories of injustice and of the inadequacies
of the government controlled housing
market are enough to drive one crazy. This
is an intriguing and important book,
certainly worth its cover price.

Brooke Crocker is a junior at UCSD.

"Single Room Occupancy
hotels were lost because
they were zoned out, or
regulated out."

surrounds New York housing was when I
found out some of the low rents that
celebrities and public officials have in New
York. People always say they are only
isolated incidents. But the fact is that the
studies that have been done show that the
whole general drift of benefits has been
toward the more affluent. The Arthur C.
Little Company up in Cambridge,
Massachusetts did an extensive survey of the
benefits of rent control in New York City
and they found that in poorer
neighborhoods there was hardly any effect
whatsoever because the people are paying

from the previous tenant. The people with
the most money and the most pull will get
the available apartments. There is always
some poor person who has managed to stay
in his apartment for several years and pays
only $75 a month instead of $175. But
those savings are inconsequential when
compared to the person who has an upper
east side apartment who is paying $1,200
instead of $2,400. When you have this kind
of system someone is going to get knocked
off the ladder, and it almost always is the
poor people. Everybody in New York has
to be a real estate manipulator to survive.
In the Soviet Union there has always been
a certain amount of prestige for those who
could best hustle the system, and certainly
having a rent controlled apartment system in
New York, people have to have some sort
of way to beat the system.

CR: Does rent control encourage bad
landlords and f""ce good landlords out of
b~,siness?

(Continued on next page)
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The C g P h fo lth ITUCKER: Yes. There is kind of a what a landlord will do is let the quality of market is shrinking. ~d tenants .lind
omin us r National Hea nsurance

collection process. In the first place, once the good deteriorate. What mak. CS. ho~ing
themselves facing a sltuatmn where ~ ;.y Terree P. : .rasley paying under the table to get their names flaws should give pause to

you break the social contract under which a good target for rent control is that it is a are getting worse and worse and yet It m U.S. lawmakers
becoming harder and hmd. er to find pushed to the top of a waiting list, and eager to adopt a plan similar to the

we all live-that you exchange goods fixed resource. If you tried to fix the price
anything different. What suddenly happens

Conservatives and free-marketeers Canadians hopping the border into the U.S. Canadian one. The underlying problem
voluntarily-whateverRent control assumesY°Uthatget,in thisY°UonePaYeasef°r"Onouthamburgerof those areas.dr stereoS,LandlordsStores wouldcannotmoVedois a war between the tenant and landlord,

across the country have cause to celebrate to have procedures done, rather than wait with any social insurance system is that

you can skirt the rules-we will have that. In the long run they can disinvest, but The tenants hate their landlord, yet they are
these days. For the first time in decades, months or maybe years in their homeland, patients make little or no contribution to

landlords supply tenants unwillingly and
involuntarily and at a price lower than the
market value. So what happened is one the
landlords are resigned to the fact that they
are not going to get what they could get,
they become reluctant to provide services.
Producers will respond in one of two ways,
either they wili sit back and disinvest or
reduce production, or they reduce the
quality of the good. If you are only going to
pay 75% of the value of the good you will
only get 75% of the quality. This is what
happened in Germany under national
socialism-the whole economy, not just rent
was on price controls-the outcome was that
goods got shoddier and as prices went down
the quality of the goods went down. So

Literature

AMBROSE BIERCE’S CIVIL WAR
Ambrose Bierce
Edited and with an Introduction by
William McCann
A collection of vibrant, horrifying, and
sardonic stories and reminiscences about
the American Civil War by the author of The
Devil’s Dicflonary-a veteran of the war. a
brave soldier, an iconoclastic journalist, and
a corruscating cynic. Included is Bierce’s
famous story, "An Occurrence at Owl Creek
Bridge."
Literature,258 pages,5 ~/~ x 8 r4
0-89526-770-5,$8.95 paper

ROBERT LOUIS STEVENSON’S SELECTED
ESSAYS
Edited by George Scott-Moncreitf
Sixteen provocative and charming personal
discourses.
l.iteraturee300 pages*5 ~/s x 81/4

0-89526-781-0*$7.95

THE THREE CORNERED WORLD
Nah~ume Sosekl
A novelistic expression of the contrast between
the Western ethical view of reality and the
Eastern aesthetical view. By the author of
Kokoro. this is the story of an artist who seeks to
free himself from human emotion, but whose
detachment is compromised by a fascinating
woman.

Fictions184 pageso5 3~ x 8 ~/4e0-89526-768-3
$8.95 paper

"Does Teddy Kennedy really
think that Robin Williams
knows anything about the
homeless worth Congress’
attention?"

the quickest and easiest thing to do is to let
the service itself deteriorate. The peculiar
thing that happens in rent control is that as
services get worse tenants ordinar~ would
go elsewhere, but with rent control the

married to him and cannot get a divorce.
Tenants take the landlord to court every

time a lightbulb goes out to force the
landlord to fix it, and get the rent reduction
for the dimims" hment of services. What
happens is that the tenants wise up to the
fact that they can get rent reduction for
diminlshment of services, and they can
diminish services themselves. When it
comes to making the repairs, the tenant
decides to prevent this to keep the rent
reduction. When I talked to people in
Santa Monica, they said they have to call
the police many times to deal with people
who won’t let maintenance workers into
their apartments.

(Continued on page 15}

Books for Educated Tastes

Histo~. .160 pages*6x9,,O-89520- 558- I
$14.95 cloth

ON ROMAN IMPERtAUSM
The Hbtedm of Polybim
Translated tram the Text of F. Hulttch
Tramflated by Evelyn S. Shuckburgh
Abfldged wlth an Intnxluctlon
by Alvln H.
rgudng his sixteen-year exile to Rome. Polybius
oegan the Hlstorle$ In which he attempts to
explain how and why virtually the entire in-
habited worm came under the domination of
Rome within 53 years,
History,,540 pages*5 lax 8 mq)-89526-902-3
SI0.95 paper

Scholarly Thought~Philosophy

EDMUND BURKE:
Se~.’ted W~ngs and stew.ms
Edited by Pot~ J. Stank
A comprel~enslve anthology providing an
authoritattve insight into Burke’s political llfe
and ph~xgmy.
Political Phih~:Ol~y’588 page*4 o4 x7
0-89526-834-5’d;8.95 paper

A FAMIUAR EXPOSmON OF THE
CONSTITUTION OF THE UNITED STATES
Joseph Stow
Introduction by James McClellan
One of the first Jus~ces of the U.S. Surxeme
Court and a Harvard law professor. Joseph
Story wrote this book to educate students or,
the history and wrltlng of the U.S. Constitution.
NonfictianqOl pages*5 tax 8 m
0-89526-796-9"$9.95 paper

History

Roosevelt and Stalin is a first-rate
exercise in history-essential reading
for anyone who wants to under-
stand the historical roots of the
~_-,)stwar world.

THE POLITICAL ~bqmING$
St Augu~ne
Edited and with an Inttodtmtton
by Henry Paolucel
~is collection has l~IOn orror~ed to give tr~e I

reader on OrQonlzed. comDreher~ive v~..., of
the great African’s political Ideos. This editg)r,
Inclt.~les on interpretive analysis by Dino I
¯ oongta. I
Political Phikw.~ophy.358 pa$¢Se5 t,~ X 8, 4
0.89526-9414.~9.95 paper I

!
!
!
!

N~sbet documents the naivete and
arrogance of Roosevelt who, in the
course of pursuing Stalin, intention-
ally humiliated Churchill, ignored
Churchilrs prescient warnings about
Soviet expansionism, and callously
and intentionally turned his back
on the peoples of Eastern Europe.

IN DEFENSE OF UBERAL DEMOCRACY
wanw Bems
Walter Berns contend= that "free govern-
rr~mt Is on endangers3 Ig)ecles In our w°rld’

and that political 10osalom ttveaten to
overpower cor~titutlonol rules and forms.
rendering us unabie, or unw111ing, tO defer~l
llt:~l¢ol democrocy In out time.
Nonfiction.373 pages.5 m x 8 o2
0-89526-831-0"~9.95 paper

THE HISTORY OF THE JEWISH PEOPLE
Moses A. Shulva~
"An excellent textbook as well as reference
work...Its outh~tlcltv is unquestionable, its
style succinct, it reads extremely well and it
gives an excellent, complete 10~cture of the
Jewish past." -The Senfine/

Nonfiction.Vol. 1: The Antiquity*260 pages,,6x9
0-89526-660-1 ,~14.95 cloth
Vol. !I: The Early Middle Ages*250 pages*6x9

0-89526-657-1 s~14.95 cloth
Vol. Ill: The Late Mt4dle Asess325 pagt, so 6x9
0-89526-597-4sS14.95 cloth
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Congress has eliminated a welfare-state
program. Repealing the catastrophic care
plan for the elderly has raised hopes that
future spending sprees on health care will
face insurmountable opposition in Congress.
The Wall Street Journal even remarked that
this recent defeat has killed for now any
further attempts to socialize American
medicine.

Despite this remarkable success in
rolling back one program, now is not the
time for those who believe in free markets
to relax. If current wisdom is correct, the
Bush Administration has a unique window
of opportunity through which to propose
major reforms to this country’s ailing health
care system, bringing it back into balance
with our free-market convictions.

The Administration must act now, for to
wait may allow an opportunity to pass that
might never come again. Those who believe
government can best provide for our lives
are already working behind the scenes for
passage of a comprehensive national health
care plan for all Americans--and their target
date is 1990.

Calls for some kind of national health
care program are coming from a variety of
sources. The rapid escalation in health care
costs, particularly in the 1980s, and attention
to the fact that approximately 30 million
Americans lack health care insurance, have
raise demands for some kind of universal
solution.

Not too surprisingly, the A.F.L.-C.I.O.
used its national convention in November to
kick off a major campaign for national
health insurance legislation. However, what
has amazed some are voices from the
business community speaking out for more
federal government involvement in health
care. Ever-rising health care costs, due ,.,
government interference and a perverse
system of incentives and controls, have so
frustrated American business leaders that
some have now resigned themselves to
failure and are asking the government to
bail them out.

Many experts believe that it is currently
impossible to undertake a national health
care program of any kind, because of
Federal budget deficits. Despite this, polls
are showing that Americans see the deficit
as less and less of a threat and that they are

concerned about those who don’t have
access to health care because of its current
high costs. Because of that concern, and if
skyrocketing health costs are not slowed,
some health care experts, such as Harvard
University professor Robert J. Blendon,
predict that national health care will
become a major issue during the next few
years.

Socialized medicine, the word normally
u~d for a national care progran~ conjures
up vivid images in most Americans’ minds.
O.’,e sees Soviet citizens dying because of a
lack of adequate medical care, Briti~
citizens waiting for months to undergo a
simple procedure or surgery, rich Europeans

No one, including most members of
Congress, expects the American people to
accept a socialized system like that of the
Soviets, with its centralized control of every
aspect of health care. Recent attention
given to the severe problems besieging the
British national health care system has
prompted Prime Minister Thatcher to
institute some market-based reforms and
has turned proponents away form that
example. However, many bills recently
introduced in Congress would provide for a

system of national health insurance modeled
after the perceived success of the Canadian
health care system.

One of the bills receiving the most
attention is Senator Kennedy’s "Minimum
Health Benefits for All Workers Act." This
bill would require all emplqeers to provide
health care insurance for w6rkers and their
dependents. Besides being a major
intrusion by the government into individual
and business decisions, the bill would
increase health insurance costs by $100
billion, result in a loss of one million jobs,
’and spawn a further escalation in medical
price inflation. One cannot overlook that
mandated benefits are really transfer
,ayments in disguise, with all the pernicious

economic consequences of such transfers. A
study by the National Center for Policy
Analysis estimates that as many as 25
percent of the uninsured lack health
coverage because current state-mandated
benefit laws make it too expensive.

Governor Michael Dukakis has been
touting his new Massachusetts universal
health insurance program as a model for the
nation, and politicians in some states have
believed him. Under the Massachusetts
program, all companies with more than five
employees that don’t provide insurance are
required to contribute as much as $1,680 a
year for each employee to a pool providing
health insurance to people without coverage.
Interestingly, a year after the plan has gone
into effect, it is facing severe budget
shortfalls, and hospitals and businesses are
concerned they will be left footing the bill
for skyrocketing costs.

Many politicians have praised the
Canadian system of health care as successful
in providing satisfactory health care at lower
costs than the United States. But the
problems inherent in any health system
based on racial insurance or direct
government funding are already showing up
in the Canadian program. These endemic

the cost of their care. What follows is the
exorbitant increase in the demand for health
care services, and the resulting price
controls, rationing, income controls on
physicians, shortages of equipment,
deterioration of medical facilities, and long
waiting lists. Canada has exhibited all of
these symptoms, and many Canadians
routinely cross the border into the U.S. for
treatment. Price controls, rationing, and
waiting lists do put a lid on health care
sp-nding, and that is exactly why many
p,,liticians can boast that Canada spends
~ess on health care than the United States.
But is that the quality of health care
Americans want?

Now is the time to reverse the trend
toward nationalizing our health care system
and replace it with a free market. The
creation of Medicare and Medicaid in the
1960s, their continued expansion, and the
addition of a crazy quilt of health care
programs by both the Federal and state
governments have virtually destroyed
Americans’ access to reasonable and
efficient health care.

Government intervention has our health
care system caught in a vicious cycle of
government-encouraged demand that drives
up costs, bankrupts Federal and state
budgets, and leads to still more infusions of
money and program expansions that
encourage additional consumption. Only
the elimination of government interference
and a return to a free market in health care
will end the move toward nationalization.
Only a free market will break the spiral of
ever-increasing medical costs. As Ludwig
von Mises wrote, "The pricing process of the
unhampered market directs production into
those channels in which it best serves the
wishes of the consumers as manifested on
the market." Only a free market in health
care will allow individuals maximum choice
in meeting their health care needs.

Terree P. Wasley is an economist in
Washington, D.C. who has worked on tax and
health care issues for the U.S. Chamber of
Commerce, the Goldwater Institute, and The
Heritage Foundation. This article is adapted
from one published in the January 1990 issue
of The Freeman.
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" :hy Johnny Throws Blooci

By C. Brandon Crocker

Universities have not lived up to their
reputations as places where people can take
part in open exchanges of ideas in the
search for truth. Jeanne Kirkpatrick, Adolfo
Calero, and even George Bush are routinely
shouted down, pelted with objects, and
otherwise abused when they come to college
campuses to speak. Recently, many
colleges, including UCSD, have instituted
vague rules to protect racial minorities,
homosexuals, and other groups from
"derogatory" statements--the result being a
further reduction in the free flow of ideas,
with professors even becoming reluctant to
discuss such topics as the rise of Adolpf
Hitler in Germany, for fear of being accused
of violating the new rules.

For universities to return to their
educational mission, these new gag rules
need to be dropped. But more than that,
universities have to take a positive step to
increase their students ability to take part in
reasoned debate. With its compulsory
writing program, UCSD has the ability to
take this step if only it makes the necessary
alterations to make the program effective.

Those students and (yes) professors who
hurl epithets, eggs, and pigs’ blood at people
trying to explain an opposing point of view
display not only a lack of decorum but also
their own serious intellectual shortcomings.
A functioning democratic society demands
intelligent debate. This requires that
participants possess the mental capacity, and
the willingness to apply that capacity, to
generate reasoned argument. People
resorting to censorial tactics show their
inability to satisfy this requisite. Trying to
disrupt the free flow of ideas is an attempt
to protect oneself from having to defend
one’s own views; it is an act of intellectual
cowardice brought on by inadequate or
developed intelligence and a disrespect for
the democratic process.

The perpetrators of these acts usually
offer some rationalization for their conduct.
One favorite is "No free speech for fascists,"
with the definition of "fascist" evidently
being "someone with whom I disagree." As
dangerously shallow as this argument is, it is
probably more a creation of ignorance an
laziness than of intellectual dishonesty. This
cannot be said of the contention that
shottting down a speaker is an exercise in
free speech. Rights are not absolute. One’s
rights end where they infringe upon those of
others--otherwise no one has any exercisable
rights.

The purpose of this essay, however, is
not to discuss the merits of free speech, but
rather what the university can do to help
protect it. Universities appear reluctant to
take the appropriate and necessary action to
end the tyrannical excesses of campus
censors and thugs, namely expulsion (or in
the ease of professors, dismissal or
revocation of tenure). But universities can
take other steps to stem the growth of
intellectual intolerance while at the same
time raise the general level of eloquence of
their civilized students.

| III

UCSD, apparently recognizing the need
,f college graduates to be able to write, has

a compulsory two tel i=: "~Titing course. Th,:
program differs at each College (in the
words of a former Muir writing tutor,
"differing writing theories float around the
writing departments like sewage in the
Pacific) and some TAs do try to teach
students in a manner approximating the
approach I will advocate in this paper. But
on the whole, judging from my own
experience, and from talking with current
students, the course is largely a waste of
time. Far too often the classes either focus

on churning out a required number of pages,
or are used by the TAs as a means to try to
indoctrinate their students. (Concerning the
latter, when I went through the Warren
Writing program several years ago it was a

x

requirement to view at least one film in the
Committee for World Democracy’s film
series. More recently, I was surprised to
hear of one TA who tried to convince her
captive audience that Stalin’s purge trials
were justified). To insure that each course
is worthwhile, the University needs to
increase the standardization of content and
direct that content more effectively towards
developing students’ powers of reasoning
and analysis.

Aside from a knowledge of grammar,
the single most important ingredient in good
writing (or speaking) is a well thought out
argument. The TA I had for Warren
Writing several years ago assigned one essay
on nuclear weapons. During discussion ot
the papers, she admitted thinking that the
argument in favor of the U.S. having many
missiles was based on the belief that
somewhere in the atmosphere opposing
missiles would collide and, therefore, the
side with the most missiles would strike
enemy territory. No one could write a good
essay on the subject of nuclear weapons and
strategy with that level of understanding,
Before one can produce a logical and

persuasive essay, one must first gain a
knowledge and understanding of the
arguments of all the participants in the
debate.

The stress of the first course in the
series should be not on writing, per se, but
rather on developing the ability to analyze
arguments. The opinion development
process must be consciously separated from
the opinion articulation process. Merely
asking a student to express his opinion does
not drive home this crucial point.

Identifying the ideas and assumptions
that underpin a particular ¯ argument is
essential to understanding that position.
Debates are often of little value to the
participants due to the fact that each side
argues from a different set of premises
which are never made clear to the opposing
parties. Before jumping into a debate,
students need to dissect these underlying
beliefs carefully, and determine which ones
they find convincing and which ones they
find invalid. This will not only help students
build their own opinions but will also help
them recognize the assumptions being made
by others. The crucial ideas and
assumptions used in building one’s own
argument then need to be brought out and
justified when explaining that argument.
Likewise, an opponent’s premises need to
be explicitly addressed in a convincing
rebuttal.

Only after having acquired a thorough
understanding of the complexity of the
issues should students be asked to express
their opinions, Writing on a subject is
relatively easy once one has developed a
clear understanding of the ideas that drive
the different arguments concerned.
Moreover, the finished product is more
likely to address the salient issues, and do
so in a logical fashion. Only at this stage
does practice in actual writing become a
truly productive exercise.

This approach to teaching, however,
requires a high degree of competence from
the instructors. The graduate students from
an array of disciplines who currently teach
the classes may very well not be qualified to
teach rigorous argumentative analysis.
Therefore, the University needs to make
more of an effort to attract and train
qualified instructors.

By studying the opinions of others,
students are more likely to see the value of
allowing a diversity of opinions to compete
in ’,he marketplace of ideas, as almost all
arguments bring up legitimate concerns
which should be addressed. Possessing a
greater level of argumentative skill, students
will also be less likely to run away from
debate by calling their opponents names or
b/preventing other from speaking. Instead,
*hey will be encouraged to become
articulate participants.

Certainly, anarchism, the weak-willed,
the weak-minded, and other incorrigables
will not rush to trade their bull horns and
buckets of pigs’ blood for typewriters.
Nevertheless, the university, atmosphere
would be a little more conductve to the free
and open exchange of ideas, and isn’t that
something a un/ver~ty should promote?

is CR’s Imperator
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The Rise of the Tenured Radical

By Roger Kimball

It is no secret that the academic study of
the humanities in this country is in a state of
crisis. Proponents of deconstruction,
feminist studies, and other politically
motivated challenges to the traditional
tenets of humanistic study have by now
become the dominant voice in the
humanities departments of many of our best
colleges and universities.

There are, of course, differences and
even struggles among these various groups.
But seen from the perspective of the
tradition they are seeking to subvert--the
tradition of high culture embodied in the
classics of Western art and thought-they
exhibit a remarkable unity of purpose.
Their object is nothing less than the
destruction of the values, methods, and
goals of traditional humanistic study.

Princeton University’s Elaine Showalter,
for example, has called for a "complete
revolution" in the teaching of literature in
order to enfranchise "gender as a
fundamental category of literary analysis."
The University of Pennsylvania’s Houston
Baker touts the Black Power movement of
the 1960s as a desirable alternative to the
"White Western" culture he sees enshrined
in the established literary canon. And Duke
University’s Fredric Jameson propounds a
Marxist vision of criticism that promises to
"liberate... us from the empirical object."

What we see throughout the work of
these and many other academics is a
thoroughgoing animus to the traditional
values of Western thought and culture.

Since many professors have been the
beneficiaries of the kind of traditioaal
education they have rejected and are
denying their students, it is the students
themselves who are the real losers in this
fiasco. Presumably, they enrolled in a
h’beral arts curriculum in the first place
because they wished to be educated. After
four years they will find that they are
ignorant of the tradition and that their
college education was largely a form of
ideological indoctrination.

The issues raised by the politicization of
the humanities have application far beyond
the ivy-colored walls of the academy. The
denunciations that are sounded so insistently
within our colleges and universities these
clays are not idle chatter. They represent a
concerted effort to attack the very
foundations of the society that guarantees
the independence of cultural and artistic
life--including the independence of our
institutions of higher education.

Indeed, behind the transformations
contemplated by the proponents of
feminism, deconstruction, and the rest is a
blueprint for a radical social transformation
that would revolutionize every aspect of
social and political life, from the
independent place we grant high culture
within society to the way we relate to one
another as men and women.

It is precisely for this reason that the
traditional notion of the humanities and the
established literary canon have been so
wolently attacked by politically correct-
thinking academics. As the cultural
guardians of the ideals and values that

The institutionalization of the radical
ethos in the academy has resulted not only
in an increasing politicization of the
humanities, but also in an increasing
ignorance of the humanistic legacy. Instead
of reading the great works of the past,
students watch movies and peruse second or
third-rate works dear to their ideological
cohort; instead of reading widely among
primary texts, they absorb abstruse
commentaries, resorting to primary texts
only to furnish illustrations for their pet,
critical "theory."

veestern democratic society has struggled to
establish and perpetuate, the humanities
also form a vast impediment to the radical

vision of their new academic enemies.
The overheated rhetoric and pose of

beleaguered defiance that one regularly
en,.ounters in the academy may suggest that
thtJse railing against, say, "European
dominance" or "white, male, WASP
hegemony" are isolated figures on the
margins of academic power. Unfortunately,
the opposite is the ease. Far from being a
besieged minority, such professors represent

the new establishment of tenured radicals.
Often they are among the most highly paid
professors-the professors for whose services
our leading universities bid against each
other in little-publicized contests.

Nor is the influence of these professors
confined to the present moment. At many
prestigious institutions, they are precisely the
people helping to shape the future by
making faculty appointments, overseeing
promotions, and devising the educational
program in the humanities-efforts at self-
propagation that virtually assure their
continued dominance for another
generation.

The truth is that when the children of
the sixties received their professorships and
deanships, they did not abandon the dream
of radical cultural transformation; they set
out to implement it. Now, instead of
attempting to destroy our educational
institutions physically, they are subverting
them from within.

Over the last two decades, what we have
witnessed in American higher education is
nothing less than the rise of a new academic
establishment, the establishment of the
tenured radicals.

Roger Kimball is managing editor of The
New Criterion and author of the new book,
Tenured Radicals. Distributed by the
Collegiate Network.
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Dr. Sanford Lakoff
Professor of Political Science

I recommend three works of history, the
first two of which I have read, the third of
which I have bought with the intention of
reading over the summer:

1) Simon Schama, Citizens. This is an
engrossing panoramic account of how and
why the French Revolution occurred-and
how and why an excessive zeal for civic
virtue became a license for terror and
ferocity.

2) Jean-Devis Bredin, The Affair. A
thorough account and explanation of the
Dreyfus ease--very important not jmt to
understand the struggle over human rights
and democracy in France but the
subsequent fate of both in Europe in the
twentieth century.

3) Leonard W. Levy, Original Intent and the
Framers’ Constitution. An attempt to
adjudicate the dispute over judicial

And By CR’s

H. W. Crocker I11 ’83
Brigadier Editor Emeritus
Editor, Book Publishing House

Gone with the Wind
by Margaret Mitchell
The Complete Memoirs of George Sherston,
by Siegfried Sassoon
The Return to Camelot: Chivalry and the
19th Century English Gentleman, by Mark
Giraourd

Three well-spoken and honest guides to
that which once was and that will need to
be again if the aristocratic virtues of
courage, honor, and refinement are not to
be completely extirpated by the materialism,
selfishness, and permanent immaturity of
mass man.

Eric Young ’84
President Emeritus
Attorney

UCSD Professors ...
interpretation between liberals and
conservatives by the best scholar now
working in this field.

Dr. Paul Saltman
Professor of Biology

Prince of Tides by Pat Conroy, Houghiin
Mifflin: A terrific novel in the Southern
tradition. Semitive. Moving. Great
characters.

Parting the Waters by Taylor Branch, Simon
& Schuster: Superb biography of Martin
Luther King, Jr. Honest. Insightful.

The Periodic Table by Primo Levi, Random
House: Brilliant series of character sketches
correlated with the chemical elements and
their characteristics.

Members of

bashing of the icons of his day is powerful
today and will remain powerful forever.

Mark Twain had interests other than
exposing the buffoons of his time, however.
Twain enjoyed travelling the world (and of

course, telling us about it). The frontier
method included not only a trek through the
outback, but staying and working in it for a
while.

Jobs in Paradise by Jeffrey Maltzman
(Harper and Row; March 1990) is a source
book for the modern, educated trekker who
has to finance his own way. While the book
offers such practical advice as "how to
improve your chances of landing a job in
paradise," the book’s real value is its profile
of hundreds of employers in exotic places.
It gives descriptions of the jobs, the perks,
the downsides, and the tips on getting the
job.

For instance, it profiles the tropical
beach resorts like "Dunk Island" in
Australia’s Great Barrier Reef which hires
water enthusiasts, entertainment directors
and even five "farmers" who operate the
island’s private farm, dairy, and horse corral.

Unfortunately not all of the Jobs in
Paradise descriptions are as glorious as
"Hell’s Canyon Adventures" or "Hurricane
Creek Llamas." For example, the Taman
Impian Jaya Ancol Dreamland theme park
in Jakarta, Indonesia sounds a bit bogus to
me. Employees earn RP 3,500 per day
(approximately U.S. $2.00), and have to live
in Jakarta, a most dangerous vacation spot.
Jakarta is the kind of place where Mark
Twain found himself at his worst during his
adventures abroad. However, Jakarta, aad
other places in Jobs in Paradise are the stuff
of a Mark Twain short story.

Each year, as the air thickens and the
goons, fleas and other pests invade the
beach that is my residence, summer arrives.
Travel to a less populated recluse comes to
mind. I invariably retreat to an outlying
portion of the county and take "the book,"
The Complete Short Stories of Mark Twain
(edited by Charles Neider; Bantam, 1957).

I have read, recommended, reread and
rerecommended, lent, and retrieved my copy
of this compilation over the years. The
pages are yellowed. The binding is held
together by yellowed tape. I wouldn’t trade
this yellowed treasure trove for anything.
The writing is terse, sarcastic, ruthless, and
insightful as to the human soul. Twain’s

Dr. Ronald Berman
Professor of Literature

J

Daniel Boorsdfl: The Americans:
Democratic ~ce
Hugh Thomas: History of the World

The

The above are not the most
distinguished histories ever written, but they
fill an important vacuum in educated
knowledge about America and about the
origins of modern American life. They are
long, and will take a long-and enjoyable
time to read.

the Pantheon

C. Brandon Crocker ’85
Imperator Emeritus
Assistant Vice President, Real Estate

If it is important to know the nature of
communism, then Witness by Whittaker
Chambers (Regnery Gateway) is 
indispensable book. But in addition to
being the single best book to help us
understand the ideology that many believe
to be dying in the East, W’uness is also an
outstanding study of the forces that propel
individuals into ideological movements, and
a fascinating character study of Chambers,
himself. All the above reasons are more
than enough to recommend this book. But
Witness is also an important historical
document, unveiling little known aspects of
America in the 1930s and 40s, and of
course, the stories of intrigue, espionage,
and the Hiss-Chambers case will hold just
about anybody’s interest. It’s the shortest
800 page book ever written, and certainly
the most powerful.

Paul Johnson’s Modem Times: The
World From the Twenties to the Eighties
(Harper & Row) is an exceedingly well
written and insightful modem history. It is
an excellent and enjoyable way for any
student to make up for a lack of modern
historical knowledge, or to get a fresh view
Of the history he thinks he knows, and to
understand better the situation of the world.

Friedrich Hayek’s The Constitution of
Liberty (University of Chicago Press)
provides one of the best positive arguments
for the importance of individual liberty and
the rule of law. Among the many people
influenced by this work is Margaret
Thatcher, so you can be sure it will be on
the syllabus for very few philosophy or
political science courses.

would."
Wlmn ~ otlwrs of the anti-abortion

penuuioa, tlmir rmpomm was the mine,
claiming the iuue at hand is the killing of
human life. What about the rights of all
those homclaa, unwanted children, mostly
minority chfldr~ who are alive, waiting for
homes, waiting for would-be parents to
adopt them. Aren’t they deserving of a
decent life? Don’t they have a right to have
a home and parents who will love them and
take care of them? I don’t see the anti-
abortionists standing in line to care for the
thousands of homeless, unwanted children.

If abortion were made illegal, who

would be r~pons~le, for all of the
additional children? We d be creating more
children that no one wants. The
government (i.e. the taxpayer) will be forced
to take care of these homeless, unwanted
children. The government is no substitute
for a loving parent.

It appears that the anti-abortion camp’s
priorities have become confused and twisted
On the one hand, the anti-abortionists want
to save those yet unborn lives, but are
unwilling to take respons~ility for them
once they are born.

Abortion is a personal choice and should
remain so. The anti-abortion advocates
should refrain from wanting government to
force others to comply with their beliefs.
They should instead concentrate on
educating women about the options to
abortion; counsel women on the
consequences and related responsibilities of
sexual activity, and educate them about the
availability and use of contraceptives. They
should work to remove government from
the adoption industry and deregulated it to
speed the adoption process, lower its cost
and make it more humane. They should put

women keep clCddren who want them, and The second question you pose is who
help others contend with unwanted children
by way of adoption. If the anti-abortionist
were really concerned about children, their
charitable organizations would provide pre-
natal care and nutritional education, medical
and nutritional services and economic
support to their clients. If they insist on
bringing children into the world, then they
should assume full respons~ility for them.

The pro-choice advocates should refrain
from using government to force others to
pay for abortions. They should put their
money where their mouth is and support
charitable organizations to help women
contend with unwanted pregnancy by way of
abortion.

If a woman "chooses" (we were born
with free will, remember?) to have an
abortion and she determines that abortion is
in her physical, emotional or spiritual best
interest, and she "chooses" to live with the
consequence of that choice, then neither the
anti-abortionists, nor the government should
be given the power to take that "freedom ot
choice" away.

Mary Szterpakiewiez
Escondido

Editor’s Note:

In your discussion of "right" to an
abortion, you have conveniently brought
forth a separate question to obscure the
matter. The first question is, is the fetus a
human life, and if so, can the taking of
innocent human life be justified? You
ignore the first half of that question--even
implying that it is irrelevant--and since it is
difficult even in the most extreme
circumstances to answer the second half of

should care for their own children. No, the
government shouldn’t, and not even anti-
abortion activists should have to shoulder
that respons~ility. That responsa~ility
clearly lies on the shoulders of the parents.
Of course, we do not live in a perfect world.
Some parents do abandon their children or
abuse them. The fact of where the
respons~ility ties, however, is eomtant.
Your argument, then, logically comes down
to the proposition that parents can rightfully
absolve themselves of their parental
respons~ilities by killing their children-if,
indeed, the fetus is a human life.

In order to justify your position on
abortion you cannot rely on the argument of
who will care for unwanted children-you
have to come to grips with the question of
when haman life begins. And science has
taken away all reasonable doubt that human
life certainly begins sometime before birth (is
not a being with distinctively human brain
waves and which has the ability to survive
on its own, outside of the womb,- which is
the case after about 20 weeks-, a human
life?)

Your libertarian views are soaked with
the language of "freedom of choice," and I
suspect that your position on abortion is a
natural outcrop of the philosophy that self-
fulfillment is the primary political right. But
there are higher values than self-fulfillment--
justice, for instance--and the primary goal of
good government is the application of
justice. Yes, we are born with free will. But
this free will does not absolve us from our
responsibilities, nor does it alter the fact
that right is different from wrong.

--Alan Foster

(Omtin~ed from page 10)

Most states allow the rent to go up
when people move. So suddenly it becomes
more profitable for the landlord to get rid of
tenants because the more you turn
apartments over, the higher you can get the
rents. Finally, it all comes together and the
landlord says "Look, my long term tenants
are the ones that are killing me." The best
way to get ride of people is to make life
miserable for them. Most landlords do not
go the whole way to becoming a Dracula
landlord, but the fact is other landlords will,
and you get very ruthless people in the
market.

CR: You see homelessness as largely the
result of zoning and rent control imposed
for the benefit of the majority, which seems
to make you a critic of democracy. Can you
elaborate on that?

TUCKER: I think that I am not a critic of
democracy but I am cautiom of democracy
in the same way the Founding Fathers were,
and the way DeToqueville was. There are
exce~ of the majority and what can
happen is that the majority can vote to
circumscn~ the rights of a minority, and
that is what rent control and zoning is. The
irony is that America is such an affluent
country that the poor are a minority and
anybody seeking marginal homing is a

minority. If the vast minority decide that
under no conditions do they e\want a low
income hotel, they can vote it out of town,
in an exercise of their democratic franchise.
But at the same time, I think we should say
that that is not the way the system should
work out. There was no question in the
minds of the people who wrote the
Constitution that their task was to curb the
excesses of democracy.
CR: What attracts celebrities to the
homeless issue?

TUCKER: You tell met It’s a chance to be
on television, it seems obvious to me. Just
the other day on television I saw Robin
Williams and Teddy Kennedy shaking hands
as Robin went in to testify before Congress
about the homeless. It is a question of how
much entertainment has become politics and
how much politics has become
entertainment. Does Teddy Kennedy really
think that Robin Williams knows anything
about the homeless worth Congress’
attention? It is a two-way street.

CR: Axe you confident that rational
arguments, such as yours, can carry weight
against the combined forces of self-interest
P nd the left-wing celebrities?
’I~CKER: I’m quite sure that it can, but if
I had to bet on it, I would say obviously not.
In fact, no manor paper in a city with a
homeless problem has reviewed the book.

Neither The New York Times or The
Washington Post have reviewed the book.

CR: How does one balance economic
opportunity with what many people consider
the benefits of restricting development?

TUCKER: It is a question of who sees the
benefit. I think it is obvious that the
benefits of protecting the environment have
to include those people who are already in
the environment. There is an overlay of
people who have already achieved what they
want and ar more concerned with other
people reaching their level than moving up
higher themselves. I think that is basically
what has happened to housing. The great
irony of this whole thing is the housing that
ordinary Americans live in would be
considered palaces in some parts of the
world, but we still have this difficulty with
people at the bottom who cannot find any
housing whatsoever. How much play and
opportunity do we allow as opposed to the
conservative and constrictive element of the
people who are already established.
Everybody hates developers, people don’t
want things to change. It always seems the
one wrong place to build a building is right
down the street from me. The fact is you
have to accept this process of change, or
accept the negative effects which may not be
distributed evenly, but concentrated on the
bottom of society.
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"If we are to abolish the death penalty, I
should like to see the first step taken by our

the murderers."
-- Alphonse Karr

’Because the road is rough and long,
shall we despise the skylark’s song?"

-- Anne Bronte

’~hat’s not destroy’d by Time’s devouting
hand?

Where’s Troy, and where’s the Maypole in the
Strand?"

-- Rev. James Branston

"Cheer up, the worst is yet to come."
-- Philander Chase Johnson

’Time doth trartsfix the flourish set on youth

And delves the parallels in beauty’s brow,
Feeds on the rarities of nature’s truth,
And nothing stands but for his scythe to

I mow."

-- William Shakespeare

",4 fly, Sir, may sting a stately horse and make

I, tm wince; but one is but an insect, and the
other is a horse still"

-- Samuel Johnson

"In a consumer society there are inevitably
two kinds of slaves: the prisoners of addiction
and the prisoners of envy."

-o Ivan lUich

Parting Thoughts

By Rory Cheeney

"Memories are hunting horns whose sound
dies on the wind."

-- Guillaume Apollinare

%Ve love peace, as we abhor pusillanimity;
but not peace at any price. There is a peace
more destructive of the manhood of living
man than war is destructive of his material

body. Chains are worse than bayonets."

-- Douglas Jerrold
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"Count it the greatest sin to prefer mere

:Mstence to honor, and for the sake of h’fe to
lose the reasons for living."

.- Justinian

"Men talk of killing time~ wlu’le time quietly
kills the~"

-- Dion Boucicault

"One can live in the slmdow of an
without grasping it."

-. Elizabeth Bowen

ideJ

"Rebellion to tyrants is obedience to God."
.- John Bradshaw

"We all come to the same end, soon or late:
Our lots are sluzken from a single urn
To speed us forth, on death’s swift bark, into

Unending exile.
-- Horace

"I am surel will not be the only onewho will be grateful
for The Formalist. Frankly, it was a shock to realize, as
I looked through the first issue, that I had very nearly
given up the idea of taking pleasure loom poetry."

-- Arthur Miller
America’s Foremost
Playwright

The intention of The Formalist is to create of forum for poetry
written in traditional forms and meters -- and with respect for
the great tradition that runs from Chaucer to Frost.

Please sign me up for a one year subscription
(two issues). Enclosed is my check for $12.

Please sign me up for a two year subscription
(four issues). Enclosed is my check for $22.

Please send me a copy of Issue # 1.
Enclosed is my check for $6.50
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